Reach all learners in your classroom with Social Studies Leveled Readers!

Developed with consulting author Irene Fountas, these rich collections of Leveled Readers provide Language Support, Below Level, On Level, and Above Level support to meet diverse learning needs.

Use Social Studies Leveled Readers in a variety of ways, including as
- A supplement to your social studies program
- The main materials in your social studies program
- An extension to daily reading instruction
- Additions to your nonfiction classroom library.

Each collection comes complete with a Teaching Resource Kit, which contains

- **Teacher’s Guide**
  With a lesson plan for each title, plus graphic organizers, blackline masters, and support for English language learners, you can deliver powerful instruction!

- **Audio CDs**
  Students read along while listening to the text on CD to improve reading skills and boost understanding.

- **Activity Cards**
  Extend each book lesson with discussion prompts, book share ideas, and engaging activities.

“Social Studies Leveled Readers offer teachers the opportunity to engage children at all grade levels in the process of reading high-quality nonfiction texts that are timely and interesting. Teachers can build students’ content knowledge as they simultaneously support the development of individual reading abilities, allowing all students to experience success.”
- Irene Fountas, Consulting Author